pH dependence of the binding interactions between humic acids and bisphenol A - A thermodynamic perspective.
The wide application of bisphenol A (BPA) leads to the emergence of BPA residuals in natural water environments. Dissolved organic matter (DOM) existed in water can bind with BPA, hence influencing the migration and transformation of BPA in aquatic environments. pH is a crucial factor governing the binding interactions between DOM and BPA. However, the mechanisms driven the binding process under different pH conditions are still unclear. In this study, the interactions between BPA and humic acids (HA), a primary component of DOM, are investigated over a wide pH range of 3-12 by integrating fluorescence quenching, dynamic light scattering and microcalorimetry. pH dependence of the binding interactions between HA and BPA are interpreted from a thermodynamic perspective. The results indicate that HA can spontaneously interact with BPA to form a stable HA-BPA complex. With the increasing pH, the binding interactions change from entropy driven to entropy-enthalpy co-driven. Hydrophobic force dominate the binding interactions under acidic condition. The synergy of hydrophobic force and hydrogen bond promotes the binding process under neutral condition. Under alkaline conditions, electrostatic repulsion participates the binding process in addition to hydrophobic force and hydrogen bond, weakening the binding strength. Therefore, neutral pH is favorable for HA to bind with BPA, consequently enhancing the dissolution of BPA in natural water bodies. The results are beneficial to better understand the pH dependent distribution of BPA in aquatic environments.